Abstract. Given a quantum graph Γ, a finite symmetry group G acting on it and a representation R of G, the quotient quantum graph Γ/R is described and constructed in literature. In particular, it was shown that the quotient graph Γ/CG is isospectral to Γ by using representation theory where CG denotes the regular representation of G. Further, it was conjectured that Γ/CG is identical to Γ. However, proving this fact by construction of the quotient quantum graphs has remained as an open problem. In this paper, we solve this open problem by proving by construction that for a quantum graph Γ and a finite symmetry group G acting on it, the quotient quantum graph Γ/CG is not only isospectral but rather identical to Γ. Furthermore, we prove that, this result holds for an arbitrary permutation representation of G with degree |G|.
Introduction
Quantum graphs enable us to model systems in mathematics, physics, chemistry, and engineering to analyze phenomena such as the free-electron theory of conjugated molecules, quantum wires, dynamical systems, photonic crystals, thin waveguides, and many other. Besides, in 1997, Kottos and Smilansky [12] proposed quantum graphs as a model to study quantum chaos and then the research on this field has grown extensively. Recently, there is a substantial interest in this field especially on isospectrality, nodal domains and nodal count, trace formulas, quantum chaos etc. The interested reader about quantum graphs is referred to [4, 5, 8, 13, 14] and references therein.
In 1966, Marc Kac asked the following question: "Can one hear the shape of a drum?" which means "does the Laplacian on every planar domain with Dirichlet boundary conditions have a unique spectrum?" [11] . Many attemps were made to answer this famous question (see [15] for references). In 2001, Gutkin and Smilansky rephrased Kac's question for quantum graphs [10] . This question was answered negatively in the general case in [6, 17] . However, Gutkin and Smilansky [10] showed that quantum graphs that have rationally independent bond lenghts "can be heard" which means their spectrum determines their connectivity matrices and bond lenghts uniquely.
Many attemps were made to construct isospectral but different objects in order to answer Kac's question. Isospectrality itself is an interesting topic with many studies going on. We refer the interested reader about isospectrality to [9, 16] and references therein. In particular, Band et al. constructed a pair of isospectral graphs in [3] and then in [2, 15] the authors generalized this construction and provided a rigorous recipe to construct quotient quantum graphs by using linear representations. Namely, given a quantum graph Γ, a symmetry group G acting on Γ and a representation R of G, they contructed another quantum graph Γ/R called a quotient quantum graph. This construction is based on an "encoding scheme" in which one builds the eigenfunctions f on Γ/R with the information on the eigenfunctionsf living on the original graph Γ such thatf transform according to R i.e. gf = R (g)f for all g ∈ G. Recently, Band et al. revised this construction method for quantum graphs and even applied to abstract finite dimensional operators to obtain quotient operators of such operators [1] . They also obtained quotients of discrete graphs.
In [15] , it was shown that for a quantum graph Γ and a symmetry group G acting on Γ, the quotient graph Γ/CG is isospectral to Γ where CG denotes the regular representation of G. The authors presented an open question: "does this fact occur by the construction method presented in the same paper?" [15] . In other words, if one constructs the quotient graph Γ/CG according to the recipe given in [15] , one gets Γ or not?
In this paper, we answer the above open question affirmatively. For a quantum graph Γ and a finite symmetry group G acting on it, we construct the quotient quantum graph Γ/CG and show that the resulting graph is exactly the original graph Γ. We take a further step and show that, if one construct the quotient graph Γ/ρ, where ρ is an arbitrary permutation representation of G with degree |G|, one gets exactly the original graph Γ. We use the construction method and notations from [1] since it is more convenient for the sake of computations and also more general than the method in [2, 15] . The outline of this paper is as follows. Firstly, we present a brief introduction to provide the necessary notions on quantum graphs, linear representations and the construction of the quotient quantum graphs. Then, we provide an example which illustrates our results. Finally, we present the main results and additional examples.
Premilinaries

2.1.
A brief introduction to quantum graphs. Let Γ be a graph with a finite vertex set V and an edge set E. If we assign a positive length l e and a direction to each edge e ∈ E we get a metric graph. In a metric graph we can identify each edge e ∈ E with an interval [0, l e ] of the real line and assign a coordinate x e to each point on Γ along the interval [0, l e ]. The direction of the edges is irrelevant to the theory, hence we can choose arbitrarily.
A function f on the metric graph Γ is defined as a vector of functions on each edge of it.
In order to define a differential operator called Hamiltonian on Γ we need to introduce the Hilbert space of functions on Γ,
In addition, we need some boundary conditions on Γ known as vertex or matching conditions which relate the values and the first derivatives of functions on Γ. The most common vertex conditions are called Neumann or Neumann-Kirchoff conditions that are given for the vertex v ∈ V as follows: i) f is continuous on vertex v which means f agrees on all edges incident to v, ii) e∼v df dx (v) = 0 where the sum is taken over all edges incident to v and the derivatives are taken in the direction from the vertex to the edge.
One can collect all the vertex conditions into a matrix in the following way. Let us define the operators γ D , γ N :
. . .
Then we can represent all vertex conditions in a single equation:
where A and B are 2|E| × 2|E| matrices. The Hamiltonian "−△" is defined for all f ∈ H 2 (Γ) such that (1) is satisfied. Then, Γ is called a quantum graph. To sum it up, a quantum graph is a metric graph with an operator defined on it and the vertex conditions given at each vertex.
2.2.
Some basic notions on linear representations. Let G be a group and V be a finite dimensional complex vector space. A (linear) representation of G is a group homomorphism R : G −→ GL (V ) where GL (V ) is the group of all automorphisms of V . In this case, V is called the carrier-space of the representation and often denoted by V R and the degree of the representation R is defined as the number dim V .
Let R : G −→ GL (V ) be a representation of G. Then, V is endowed with the linear group action defined by gv := R (g) v for all v ∈ V and hence V is a CG-module. Conversely, if V is a CG-module i.e., G acts linearly on V , define
Thus, there is a one-to-one correspendence between the representations of G and CG-modules. We can use the definitions interchangeably and refer to both the representation R and the CG module V R as the representation.
Let X be a finite set and the finite group G acts on the left on X, i.e, there exists a group homomorphism f : G −→ Sym (X) where Sym (X) denotes the group of all permutations of X. Let V be the vector space generated by the basis {e x : x ∈ X}. Then, G acts linearly on V by permuting the basis vectors i.e., g a x e x = a x e gx .
In other words, ρ : G −→ GL n (C) is a (linear) representation such that each g ∈ G is mapped to the corresponding permutation matrix ρ (g), where n = |X|. ρ is called a (linear) permutation representation of G. If we take X = G and the left action as the left multiplication by a group element, then by the above definition ρ G : G −→ GL |G| (C) is a (linear) permutation representation of G called the regular representation. Clearly, degree of ρ G is |G| and the carrier-space of ρ G is the group algebra CG considered as a complex vector space. Note that the set of all group elements is a basis of this space. Assume elements of G are ordered G = {g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g |G| } to establish such a basis. Then, we can represent the regular representation, for each g ∈ G,
where δ is the Kronecker delta. With abuse of notation we refer to both CG and the representation ρ G as the regular representation of G. Let G be a finite group with two representations ρ : G −→ GL (V ρ ) and σ : G −→ GL (V σ ) with degrees r and p. The vector space homomorphism φ : V ρ −→ V σ is called an intertwiner if it satisfies the equality
In this case, we say that an r-tuple of vectors f k ∈ C p , k = 1, . . . , r transforms under σ according to ρ if
The set of all intertwiners is a vector space denoted by Hom G (V ρ , V σ ). More information on the (linear) representations can be found in [7] .
2.3.
A construction method for quotient quantum graphs. There are two construction methods in the literature for obtaining quotient quantum graphs presented in [2, 15] and in [1] . The first method is based on an "encoding scheme" which we will not go in detail and rather use the construction method and same notations from [1] since it is simpler in means of calculation and also generalizes the method in [2, 15] . We summarize the method in [1] for the sake of completeness.
Assume Γ is a quantum graph with a finite vertex set V and an edge set E and the Hamiltonian is defined as − △ +V for some potential V . Assume also G is a finite symmetry group acting on Γ and the vertex conditions are given by the equation
as described in Section 2.1. We need to specify the properties of this action (symmetry) in order to obtain the quotient graph. For this reason, firstly we require the action maps vertices to vertices that is gv ∈ V , for all v ∈ V, g ∈ G and the action preserves the graph's metric structure, i.e, i)l ge = l e , ∀e ∈ E, ∀g ∈ G (it preserves the edge lenghts), ii)∀e ∈ E, ∀g ∈ G, ge and e have the same direction (it preserves the edge directions). The above conditions can be achieved by assuming (i) holds and in addition assuming without loss of generality, an edge is never mapped to its reversal.
1
With this assumption, we can always assign a direction to each edge such that the action preserves the edge directions. We can regard the action of G on Γ which preserves the metric structure of the graph as a permutation representation of G with degree |E| since the group action permutes the edges. Namely, there exists a representation π : G −→ GL |E| (C) such that π (g) is a permutation matrix for each g ∈ G.
Secondly, we require the action respects the quantum graph structure, namely: iii) V ge = V e , ∀e ∈ E, ∀g ∈ G (the action preserves the graph's Hamiltonian), iv) (the action) π preserves the vertex conditions, namely;
In this case, Γ is called π-symmetric quantum graph [1] . The matrices A and B in Equation (4) are calledπ-symmetric if
Note that A and B are notπ-symmetric in general, but there exist always matricesÃ = (A + iB) −1 A andB = (A + iB) −1 B which areπ-symmetric and give the equivalent vertex conditions (see Lemma 6.3 in [1] ). Hence we can assume from now on that the matrices A and B in Equation (4) are in factπ-symmetric. Now, we are ready to define the quotient quantum graph.
be a permutation representation of the finite group G acting on the quantum graph Γ with vertex conditions given by (4). Let ρ : G −→ GL r (C) be another representation of G with degree r. Assume Θ is an r|E| × d matrix whose columns form an orthonormal basis for the kernel space associated to representation ρ
. . , e |D| } for the action of G by selecting only one edge from each orbit O j = {e k ∈ E : ∃g ∈ G, e k = ge j }. d i is the number of the copies in the quotient graph of the edge e i and given by the number of copies of the trivial representation in the restriction of ρ to the stabilizer group G ei or equivalently the dimension of the subspace consisting of vectors in V ρ which are invariant under the action ρ (g) of the group elements that fix e i . More explicitly,
Thus, if the edge e i has a trivial stabilizer then we will have r copies of the edge in the quotient but for the other vertices this number reduces to
Then, the quotient quantum graph Γ ρ is formed from the edges {e i,j } i∈D,j=1,...,di with corresponding lenghts {l ei } i∈D where d = i∈D d i . The Hamiltonian on this quotient graph is defined by the differential expression −d 2 /dx 2 + V ei on the edges e i,j . The vertex conditions are given by the equations
Remark 2.2. Note that above definition of the quotient quantum graph is also a quotient in the sense of [15] , [2] but the converse is not true in general. To make two definitions equivalent one needs to allow the matrices Θ whose columns are not orthonormal (see Remark 2.8 [1] ). Note also that this construction is based on the matrix Θ and hence different choices of Θ yield different but isospectral quantum graphs. We used a slightly modified but equivalent construction of the quotient quantum graph, namely; we don't use K G (ρ, π) in order to obtain Θ but equivalently find a basis for the space of intertwiners Hom G (V ρ , V π ) (which is shown to be isomorphic to the kernel space (see Lemma 2.5 in [1])) and then apply the vectorization map to elements of this basis to obtain Θ.
Statement of the problem and an example
In this section, we present the following open problem proposed in [15] and provide an example to motivate our solution to this problem. In [15] , the authors proved that for a quantum graph Γ and a symmetry group G acting on Γ, the quotient graph Γ/CG is isospectral to Γ where CG denotes the regular representation of G (see Proposition 2 [15] ). Further, the authors presented an open question: "does this fact occur by the construction method presented in the same paper?" [15] . In other words, if one constructs the quotient graph Γ/CG according to the construction procedure given in [15] , one gets Γ or not?
Example 3.1. Let Γ be a star graph with three edges, one edge of length l 1 and two edges with equal length l 2 (see Figure 1 ). All vertices are equipped with Neumann conditions. We take G = C 2 = {I, R}, the cyclic group of order 2, as a symmetry group of Γ where R is the reflection which exchanges e 2 ↔ e 3 . Clearly, the graph is π symmetric, where the representation π is 
It is obvious that A and B are notπ-symmetric but 
Now we find a basis for the space Hom
It follows from the intertwining property (3) 
whose columns form an orthonormal basis for K G (ρ, π). Note that
which gives us the fundamental idea for our solution that is Θ can always be represented as
Note that the order of the blocks is not unique since one can choose another ordering for the basis elements, but from the definitions of the vertex conditions in (6) it is easily seen that the resulting matrices Aρ and Bρ do not depend on the order of the blocks.
Coming back to our example, we choose the fundamental domain D = {e 1 , e 2 } and we have O 1 = {e 1 }, O 2 = {e 2 , e 3 }, G e1 = G, G e2 = I. Further, from (5) we get
Indeed, assume f = f 1 f 2 satisfies the equalities
It follows
Obviously,
Therefore, we can construct the quotient graph Γ ρ which has
edges which are exactly d 2 = 2 copies of e 2 and d 1 = 1 copy of e 1 . One can easily see that the vertex conditions are given by A ρ =Ã and B ρ =B (see (6) ) for the quotient quantum graph Γ ρ . Therefore, we establish a quotient graph Γ ρ which is identical to the original quantum graph Γ.
Main results
In this section, we solve the open problem stated in the last section affirmatively in the light of the observations made for Example 3.1. More explicitly, we prove that if one constructs the quotient graph Γ/CG according to the construction procedure given in [1, 15] 
where O i is the orbit of the edge e i (i = 1, 2, . . . , |D|). Further, the matrix Θ whose columns form an orthonormal basis for K G (ρ, π) can always be represented as
Moreover, the vertex conditions of the quotient quantum graph Γ ρ are given by A ρ = A, B ρ = B. As a result, Γ ρ is identical to Γ.
Proof. We begin by establishing a basis of Hom G (V ρ , V π ) and show that it can be represented as in (11) if we use the ordered basis {g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g r } of CG considered as a complex vector space. Assume
. . , r) with p := dim V π = |E| and r := dim V ρ = |G|. Then, an r-tuple of vectors f k ∈ C p , k = 1, . . . , r transforms under π according to ρ which implies (see Section 2.2)
∀g s ∈ G, k = 1, . . . , r where s (k) corresponds g s(k) := g s g k . Basically s is a permutaion on the set {1, 2, . . . , r} and π (g s ) permutes the columns of f . Hence we can write
T and π (g) i denotes the i-th column of π (g). Hence
By applying the vectorization map to these basis elements we obtain the matrix
whose columns form an orthonormal basis for K G (ρ, π). We can rewrite Θ in a simpler form
By the definition of the quotient quantum graph Γ ρ , the vertex conditions are given by the equations (6), namely:
Aπ g 1 g
Aπ g r g
since A isπ-symmetric, i.e.,π * (g) Aπ (g) = A. Similarly, we find B ρ = B. The last step of the proof is to show number of the copies in the quotient of the edge e i is d i = |O i |. Recall that from (5)
Let e ∈ E. If the stabilizer G e is trivial then by (12) it easily follows d i = r. Now let us assume G e = {id} and G e = {g 1 = id, g 2 , . . . , g k } without loss of generality 2 . Recall that O e = {e j ∈ E : ∃g ∈ G, ge = e j }. Then, from Orbit-Stabilizer Theorem we have [G : G e ] = |O e | which implies |G e ||O e | = r and also G e has m distinct right cosets in G where |O e | = m. Let us represent these cosets by G e g 1 , G e g 2 , . . . , G e g m . For each i = 1, 2, . . . , k, g i acts on the cosets g i . G e g j = G e g j , (j = 1, 2, . . . , m) thus only permuting the elements inside coset G e g j . Assume without loss of generality that the elements of G are ordered such that G e g 1 = {g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g k }, G e g 2 = {g k+1 , g k+2 , . . . , g 2k }, . . . , G e g m = {g (m−1)k+1 , g (m−1)k+2 , . . . , g mk }. Now let
Then,
T permutes the components of f in a way
for all i = 1, 2, ..., k and j = 1, 2, ..., r. Then,
Now, we have that the number of the copies in the quotient of the edge e is |O e |. As a result, Γ ρ is identical to Γ.
We now show that the results in our main result also hold for an arbitrary permutation representation of degree |G|. Theorem 4.2. Let Γ be a π-symmetric quantum graph where π : G −→ GL |E| (C) is a permutation representation of the finite group G acting on Γ with vertex conditions given by (4) (Note that the matrices A and B are assumed to beπ-symmetric (see Section 2.3)). Let ρ be an arbitrary permutation representation of G with degree |G|. Then, the quotient graph Γ ρ is identical to Γ.
Proof. Let us choose a fundamental domain D = {e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e |D| } and let ρ be an arbitrary permutation representation of degree r, (|G| := r). Since ρ is a permutation representation, each g ∈ G permutes the standart basis elements e i of C r and naturally G acts on the set of indices {1, 2, ..., r} such that g · e i := e g·i . Assume without loss of generality that elements of G are labeled {g 1 , g 2 , . . . , g r } such that g j .1 = j (j = 1, 2, ..., r). Then it easily follows ρ (g j ) e 1 = e gj ·1 = e j .
We begin by establishing the basis of Hom G (V ρ , V π ). Assume
. . , r where g · k corresponds ρ (g) e k = g · e k = e g·k . Basically, π (g) permutes the columns of f . From the assumption g j · 1 = j (j = 1, 2, ..., r) we can write
where
is a basis for Hom G (V ρ , V π ) and
whose columns form an orthonormal basis for K G (ρ, π). We can rewrite Θ
since A isπ-symmetric. Similarly, we find B ρ = B. Let e ∈ E. If the stabilizer G e is trivial, then by (12) it easily follows d i = r. Now, let us assume G e = {id} and G e = {g 1 = id, g 2 , . . . , g k } without loss of generality. Now let
Since ρ (g i ) T is a permutation matrix it permutes the components of f in a way
This implies f j = f gi.j , i = 1, 2, . . . , k, j = 1, 2, . . . , r. Now, this suggests that d i is r k = |O e | as desired. As a result, Γ ρ is identical to Γ. 
Additional examples
In this section, we provide some examples in which the symmetry group acts freely or non-freely on the edges to demontrate how our main results work. Applying vectorization to these basis elements and then normalizing we get
Note also that the order of the blocks of Θ is now interchanged but the resulting matrices A ρ and B ρ remain the same.
Example 5.2. We consider a star graph with 3 edges having the same length and equipped with Neumann boundary conditions (see Figure 2) . Let R denote the rotation by 120 degrees counter-clockwise and take the cyclic group G = I, R, R 2 generated by R . Clearly G acts as a symmetry group on Γ. The vertex conditions can be given by matrices (7) . Let us define a representation of this group by
It is obvious that A and B are notπ-symmetric but the matricesÃ andB in Equations (8) and (9) by choosing the ordered basis for the space CG as
It is easy to show that 
whose columns form an orthonormal basis for K G (ρ, π). We have
Let us choose the fundamental domain D = {e 1 }. Then, we have O 1 = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }.
Since the stabilizer G e1 is trivial, it follows d 1 = 3. Therefore, we can construct the quotient graph Γ ρ which has 3 copies of the edge e 1 . One can easily see that A ρ =Ã and B ρ =B (see (6) ). The resulting quotient graph Γ ρ is identical to the original quantum graph Γ. From the intertwining property (3) we obtain by an easy calculation
which can be written
Now let us to find out this with the help of our results in Theorem 4.2. We have
which implies g 1 = I, g 2 = R 2 , g 3 = R in (14) and
Again, we have A σ =Ã and B σ =B and we conclude Γ σ is exactly the original quantum graph Γ. This example demonstrates the results in Theorem 4.2.
Example 5.3. We reconsider the same quantum graph given in Figure 2 but the symmetry group is now the symmetric group G : 
where the ordered basis for CG is taken G = {g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , g 4 , g 5 , g 6 }. We use Maple to find the matrix Θ whose columns form an orthonormal basis for
By using Theorem 4.1 we obtain
Note that the difference between two matrices is just the order of the blocks. Nonetheless, the matrices A ρ and B ρ are the same and calculated as A ρ =Ã and B ρ =B. Let us choose the fundamental domain D = {e 1 }. Then, we have O 1 = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 }
. The stabilizer of the edge e 1 is G e1 = {g 1 , g 6 } and we have d 1 = 6 2 = 3 (see Theorem 4.1). The quotient graph Γ ρ has 3 copies of the edge e 1 and is identical to Γ as desired.
Example 5.4. Our last example might be the equilateral tetrahedron graph Γ (see Figure 3 (a)) with Neumann boundary conditions. Its symmetry group is S 4 which acts non-freely on the edges. For the vertex conditions, we can write the matrices A and B such that We have A ρ =Ã and B ρ =B and thus, the quotient graph Γ ρ is exactly the same as Γ.
